Planning and control for low-cost robotic manufacturing

The seminar will be given in English

In today’s manufacturing plants, robots are the foundational element of high volume automation and are used extensively in various operations. Manufacturing plants have to juggle two critical and often conflicting requirements: the greater demand and the higher quality. This requires manufacturing high quality products while meeting a very high production rate. The robots interact with the objects by using an arm and an end-effector that is a key interface between the robot and the component or product that needs to be handled. The robot arms are built for multi-purpose tasks. While many end-effectors look similar to one another; they are designed, built, and optimized for a specific task and specific part geometry. This makes them very inflexible in handling variations in component shape or the task. Thus, a typical end-effector consumes a considerable amount of engineering time and adds extra cost to the final product.

In this talk I will address this problem with two distinct approaches. In the first part, I will discuss motion planning for Dynamic Regrasping to alternate grasp configurations of the object with respect to the task to be done. I would talk about two types of dynamic regrasping manipulations using a robotic arm and a simple non-dexterous gripper. Thus, the same arm can grasp multiple parts and perform multiple operations on the same part, and by that, decrease the number of robotic arms in the plant.

The second part of the talk will focus on 3D-printed under-actuated hands. Such hands are appealing but present challenges due to the difficulty of acquiring analytical models. I will discuss advanced approaches for control and motion planning to perform in-hand precise manipulation. By learning a stochastic state transition model of the hand, model-based reinforcement learning and belief space planning can be utilized for robust motions, allowing high dexterity and low costs.
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